Landscape of Learning - Money

- Open number line
- Determine a set of coins to make a total amount
- Exchange one denomination for equal value of another
- Making 10s
- Making 25s
- Making change
- Most efficient way to make an amount with coins and bills
- Money as a part of a rate
- Landmark strategies for addition and subtraction
- Connection with place value
- Story problems with dollars and cents
- Counting up to make change
- Making dollars
- Many ways to make same amount
- Dollars and cents as units
- Unitizing
- Dollar grid
- Rekenrek as a dollar
- Single unit story problems
- Organization of bills and coins by denomination
- Area model of coins
- Money comes in different denominations
- Identify coins
- Identify bills
- Idea of money
- Idea of money
- Number and operations Landscapes
- Decimal notation
- Concepts
- Skills/strategies